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SUMMARY

Fault-tolerant control systems are vital in many industrial systems. Actuator redundancy is employed in
advanced control strategies to increase system maneuverability, flexibility, safety, and fault tolerability.
Management of control signals among redundant actuators is the task of control allocation algorithms. Sim-
plicity, accuracy and low computational cost are key issues in control allocation implementations. In this
paper, an adaptive control allocation method based on the pseudo inverse along the null space of the con-
trol matrix (PAN) is introduced in order to adaptively tolerate actuator faults. The proposed method solves
the control allocation problem with an exact solution and optimized l1 norm of the control signal. This
method also handles input limitations and is computationally efficient. Simulation results are used to show
the effectiveness of the proposed method. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hardware redundancy, for example, actuator or sensor redundancy, is commonly used in indus-
trial applications to increase system maneuverability, flexibility, safety, and fault tolerability [1–3].
However, actuator redundancies lead to system complexity, and designing controllers become more
difficult. To design and implement simple control strategies, control allocation algorithms can be
used to manage control signals among redundant actuators using the degrees of freedom provided
by the actuator redundancies.

There are various control allocation methodologies available in the literature [4, 5]. The con-
strained least squares and its modifications [5, 6] are computationally simple approaches to control
allocation. Daisy chaining is another method for managing control signals among redundant actu-
ators [7]. In this method, the actuators are divided into certain groups, and the system uses these
groups sequentially when needed. Energy-consumption reduction is a key advantage of the daisy
chaining method. Direct allocation is a common control allocation method that is based on the
pseudo inverse concept and can consider control signal constraints [5, 8]. This method is trans-
formed into a constrained optimization problem in [9]. Many control allocation methods are based
on optimization problems. Optimization methods have high computational cost. Error minimization
using linear programming [4] minimizes the weighted error between the allocated virtual control and
the desired control, which is solved using iterative numerical algorithms [9, 10]. Simplex method,
active set method, and interior point method are used to solve the linear programming problem
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[9, 11]. Using quadratic programming is another optimization-based solution for the control alloca-
tion problem [11–13]. Also, nonlinear programming methods are used to solve the control allocation
problem [14, 15]. In recent years, much research has been performed on dynamic allocators. In
comparison with the traditional view that considers control allocation as a mapping from virtual
control to system’s input, these methods are based on differential equations that dynamically show
the behavior of control allocation. In [16], dynamic input allocation is proposed based on two redun-
dancy definitions, where anti-windup compensators are used to consider actuators position and rate
constraints. In [17], a dynamic input allocation is proposed, which consists of an optimal steady state
input allocation and an annihilator, which guarantees output invisibility of input allocator design. In
[18], dynamic allocation is used to design output regulators in overactuated systems.

Fault-tolerant control is an active research area. Two main fault-tolerant methodologies are the
active and passive methods [1, 19, 20]. The passive methods are based on robust-fixed-structure
control systems considering bounds of uncertainty [21–23]. As the number of faults and degree of
redundancy increases, the controller design based on the passive approach becomes more conserva-
tive [24]. Control allocation is an appealing approach to the design of active fault-tolerant control
systems [1]. In modular systems using control allocation, controller is designed based on the system
in normal situation. The important property of control allocation methods is using actuator redun-
dancies and managing the control signals among actuators with no need to change controllers in
faulty situations. Adaptive control allocation methods are used in order to accommodate control
allocation based on the changes in system parameters [25–28].

Faults change system dynamics and controlling systems in faulty situations is a key issue in
practical systems. To control systems facing faults, it is necessary to adaptively identify the fault
effects. One method is to use fault detection and isolation algorithms (FDI) and based on the type
and place of faults, the designed controller decreases the effect of faults [29]. In [30], a family
of independent unknown input observers are proposed to isolate faults in overactuated systems.
Another method is to use adaptive fault identifiers in order to make decisions based on the faults on
the systems [31].

This paper proposes a new control allocation method that can adaptively tolerate faults in systems
with actuator redundancies. This method is based on modifying the pseudo inverse approach along
the null space of the control matrix [32]. Simplicity, accuracy, low computational cost, and handling
input limitations are the main characteristics of the proposed control allocation method.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem. Model of the system and fault
are presented in this section. Section 3 presents the proposed control allocation method. An algorith-
mic approach to constraint consideration is described in this section. Also, solving infeasibility and
singularity problems are two important issues in this section. In section 4, two examples are used to
show the main points of the proposed method. These include a simple scalar system and a supply
vessel model in a realistic environment to illustrate the effect of fault-tolerant adaptive control allo-
cation method. Also, comparison results are provided in this section. Finally, section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENTS

Consider the plant described by the following discrete-time state space equations

x.t C 1/ D Ax.t/C Bu.t/; (1)

where x 2 Rn and u 2 Rm are the system states and control inputs. It is assumed that the system
has redundant actuators and therefore the control matrix is rank deficient

rank.Bn�m/ D d < m (2)

and also the control signals are constrained as
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Figure 1. Modular structure using control allocation.

u.t/ 2 � � ¹u 2 Rmju� 6 u.t/ 6 uCº; (3)

where the constraints are defined so that u� � Œu�1 ; u
�
2 ; : : : ; u

�
m�
T and uC � ŒuC1 ; u

C
2 ; : : : ; u

C
m�
T

[27].
It is now assumed that the system is subject to actuator faults and can be written as [25]

x.t C 1/ D Ax.t/C Bu.t/ � BK.t/u.t/; (4)

where k1.t/; : : : ; km.t/ are the effectiveness gains of actuators. By defining K.t/ as

K.t/ D diag.k1.t/; : : : ; km.t//; 0 6 ki .t/ 6 1 (5)

the state space equation of the system facing actuator faults are given as

x.t C 1/ D Ax.t/C BW.t/u.t/

W.t/ D Im �K.t/
; (6)

where W.t/ D diag.w1.t/; : : : ; wm.t// is the effectiveness matrix. If ki .t/ D 0, the i th actuator is
working perfectly, and if ki .t/ > 0, the i th actuator is faulty, and if ki .t/ D 1, the i th actuator has
completely failed.

3. THE PROPOSED CONTROL ALLOCATION METHODOLOGY

3.1. Pseudo inverse along the null space

Control allocation strategies are required to manage the control signals among the redundant actu-
ators. A practical control allocation methodology should be optimal, handle the input constraints,
provide accurate results, and be computationally efficient.

Consider the following non-faulty overactuated system

x.t C 1/ D Ax.t/C v.t/

v.t/ D Bu.t/; u� 6 u.t/ 6 uC
; (7)

where v.t/ is the virtual control signal produced by the control law as it is seen in Figure 1. The
fault-tolerant control system proposed in this paper is based on the control allocation methods with
actuator redundancies. When faults occur in the actuators, the system can be modeled as (6), and by
considering BW.t/ D Bf .t/, the virtual control in faulty situation is defined as

vf .t/ D BW.t/u.t/ H) vf .t/ D Bf .t/u.t/ (8)

rank.BW.t// D rank.Bf .t// D k
0 < m: (9)

If (8) has a solution within the system actuator constraints, it is feasible, but if it has no solution
within the defined constraints, there should be a methodology that leads to solutions within the
constraints. For simplicity, the time index is omitted, for example, using u instead of u.t/.

Solving (8) as an optimization problem
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min uT u

s:t: vf D Bf u
(10)

yields

up D B
T
f .Bf B

T
f /
�1vf ; (11)

where up is the solution of (8) using the pseudo inverse method. The pseudo inverse method is the
simplest method of control allocation that gives the optimal solution and clearly is faster than the
optimization-based control allocation methods. The main drawback is the fact that the control signal
constraints are not considered and are easily violated. In what follows a modification of the pseudo
inverse method is proposed that forces the control signals to be placed in the defined limitations.
Let up be the optimal solution that may exceed the constraints and define a correction vector un
such that

u D up � un (12)

So the virtual control signal would be

vf D Bf u D Bf .up � un/ D Bf B
T
f .Bf B

T
f /
�1vf � Bf un D vf � Bf un (13)

The aim is to either force the normalized control signals to be placed in the defined constraints or
the total control effect generated by the actuators becomes equal to the virtual control vector. In this
case, Bf un must be equal to zero; thus, un is a vector that should lie in the null space of Bf . Define
vf ree as a design parameter to add freedom in choosing the vector un as

un D Nf vfree; (14)

where Nm�.m�k0/

f
belongs to the null space of Bf . So correcting the control signal leads to

u D up � un D Pf vf �Nf vf ree D
�
Pf Nf

� " vn�1f

v
.m�k0/�1

f ree

#
; (15)

where Pf is the pseudo inverse of Bf . To fulfill the constraints for each control signal, normaliza-
tion should be performed. First, the qth element of the vector ub is defined as follows:

ubq D

²
uCq if upq > 0

u�q if upq < 0
; q D 1; : : : ; m: (16)

Suppose that uCq ; u
�
q ¤ 0, then the normalization is as

U�1u D U�1up � U
�1Nf vf ree; (17)

where the matrix U is

U D

2
6664
ub1 0 0 0

0 ub2 0 0

0 0
: : : 0

0 0 0 ubm

3
7775 H) unormp D U�1up D

2
66664

up1
ub1
up2
ub2
:::
upm
ubm

3
77775 (18)

and there is one upper bound for all signals after normalization that is equal to one. Define the
maximum magnitude of normalized control signal as

h D max
°
unorm
pq

; q D 1; : : : ; m
±
; (19)

where unormpq
is the qth normalized control signal using pseudo inverse and the indices of the

maximum elements of unormp are saved in the set s as
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Figure 2. Schematic of selecting ups and ua in PAN method.

s D

²
qj
upq

ubq
D h

³
(20)

and ups 2 Rk is a vector containing unormp elements selected according to the set s and k is equal
to the number of unormp elements, which have the same and maximum l1 norm or the number of
members of the set s.

The main idea in using the correction vector is to place the control signals within the constraints.
In the proposed method, this is achieved by using (17) as follows:

unorm D unorm
p � U�1Nf vfree (21)

An algorithmic approach to constraint consideration
To generate a proper u, it is necessary to calculate vfree. This is performed by the algorithmic

approach, which is subsequently described. In this algorithm, iteration is defined as the process of
allocating each virtual control vector among redundant actuators by calculating a proper u. In the
proposed method, each iteration is made of some steps. In each step, the aim is to decrease the ups
elements until they are placed within the constraint at last step.

In the process of leading normalized control signals into the constraint, the proposed method uses
the l1 norm (19) to select the normalized control signals in each step [33]. In each control allocation
iteration, in every step, the l1 norm of the normalized control signals, the new ups , s, and h are
calculated. In each step, the control signals in ups are decreased as follows:

ua D ups � U
�1
s Nfsvfree; (22)

where Nfs is composed of the rows of the Nf matrix according to the set s, Us D diag.ubi /; i 2 s
and ua is an assigned value for ups elements that should be attained in each step. It is desirable to
bring ups elements close to ua. The ua elements are determined according to the optimal value of
ups elements decrements that will be calculated at the end of this section.

The procedure of selecting ups and ua in PAN is demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3 for a sys-
tem with eight actuators. In Figure 2(a) and (b), unormp6

and unormp7
are elements of ups because

they have equal and maximum l1 norm .h/; and ua is assumed to be known and is equal to
the magnitude of unormp3

; unormp5
, and unormp8

. The 2nd step is shown in Figure 3. New ups is

ups D Œunormp3
; unormp5

; unormp6
; unormp7

; unormp8
�T and a new ua is assumed to be known and is equal

to the magnitude of unormp2
and unormp4

. This procedure should be repeated until all signals lie in the
constraints. It should be emphasized that by decreasing the ups elements, all other control signals
are free to change.

It is desired in (21) that U�1Nf vf ree be minimum. From (22), the minimum value for vf ree
when Nf and Nfs are assumed constant is obtained using the pseudo inverse

U�1s Nfsvfree D ups � ua H) vfree D N
T
fs

�
NfsN

T
fs

��1
Us.ups � ua/ (23)

Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Remark 1 in the Appendix show that the optimal value for Nfs exists.
Substituting (23) in (15) yields

u D up �NfN
T
fs

�
NfsN

T
fs

��1
Us.ups � ua/ (24)
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Figure 3. Schematic of control signals after one step using PAN method.

Now, the question is how to choose ua in each step? Let � � ups � ua and by the end of this
section, a proper � is selected instead of ua.

u D up �NfN
T
fs

�
NfsN

T
fs

��1
Us� (25)

The following ratio is always correct for the k elements of ups in each step

upsi
ubsi

D
upsj

ubsj
8i; j 2 s (26)

It is desired to decrease the elements of ups in each step, so the numerators of (26) should be
decreased in a way that preserves the ratios in (26). Let ups be decreased by the vector ua D
Œua1; : : : ; uak�

T as

upsi � uai

ubsi
D
upsj � uaj

ubsj
H)

�i

ubsi
D

�j

ubsj
H) �j D

ubsj

ubsi
�i ; 8i; j 2 s (27)

Equation (27) implies that once �i for an i 2 s is known, the other elements of vector � are
completely determined. Assuming juaj j < jupsj j, the sign of �j is equal to the signs of upsj and
ubsj . Then, the magnitude of �j is calculated and its sign would be the sign of ubsj .²

�j > 0 for upsj > 0
�j < 0 for upsj < 0

; 8j 2 s: (28)

Using (27) and (28) yields8<
:
for �i > 0 H) �j D

ubsj
ubsi
j�i j

for �i < 0 H) �j D
ubsj
ubsi

.�j�i j/
8i; j 2 s : (29)

For simplicity, let N� D j�i j for a selected i 2 s. Then for the selected i , (27) is rewritten as follows:

�j D
ubsj

jubsi j
N� ; 8j 2 s: (30)

Defining ur for the selected i as follows:

ur � NfN
T
fs
.NfsN

T
fs
/�1Us

ubs
jubsi j

: (31)

Using (25), (30), and (31) yields

u D up � ur N�: (32)

The magnitude of N� is still unknown. There are multiple choices for N� in order to decrease
ups elements. Each control allocation methodology uses special procedure to handle the actuator
constraints, for example, direct allocation [8] and redistributed pseudo inverse [5] use different algo-
rithms to achieve this goal. The proposed N� for PAN manipulates unormp elements in a way that ups
elements equal to unormp`

for an `; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s.
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Figure 4. Choosing the smallest N�` in order to decrease control signal variations.

Representing N� for each unormp`
; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s by N�`, the following equation should be

satisfied to handle the actuator constraints in PAN

upsi � ursi
N�`

ubsi
D
up` � ur`

N�`

ub`
; 8i 2 s ; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s: (33)

Using (33) yields

N�` D

upsi
ubsi
�
up`
ub`

ursi
ubsi
�
ur`
ub`

; 8i 2 s ; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s: (34)

Equation (34) determines m� k choices for N�, (i.e., N�1; : : : ; N�`; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s:). In order to
apply minimal changes, the minimum of N�` should be selected as follows:

NN� D min¹ N�`j` D 1; : : : ; m ; ` 62 sº (35)

Figure 4 illustrates the procedure of selecting N�` for a system with four actuators. In this system,
ups has one element that is unormp3

. For unormp1
, unormp2

, and unormp4
, N�`; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s are

computed. There are three N�`; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s that are shown by three straight downward
arrows. By using minimum N�`; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s (i.e., N�2), it can be seen that unormp3

is decreased
by the curved arrow.

Directionality is an important characteristic of control allocation methods that preserves the direc-
tion of each control signal. Some applications like flight control requires this property [9]. Pseudo
inverse is the basic solution for allocating control signals but cannot consider the constraints. In
order to place control signals into the constraints, the direction of the control signals may change.
In the proposed method, it is possible that during the reduction of ups elements, the sign of the
numerator in (33) changes, and it consequently changes the direction of control signals. To solve
this problem, define d` as

d` D sign.up`/ � sign.ur`/; ` D 1; : : : ; m ; ` 62 s: (36)

If d` is positive, there is a possibility that the sign of up` � ur` N�`; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s changes,
and consequently ub` ; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s must change. In order to solve this problem, Nubq ; q D
1; : : : ; m and O�` ; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s are defined as follows:

Nubq D

´
uCq if upq < 0

u�q if upq > 0
; q D 1; : : : ; m: (37)

O�` D

upsi
ubsi
�
up`
Nub`

ursi
ubsi
�
ur`
Nub`

; 8i 2 s ; ` D 1; : : : ; m; ` 62 s: (38)
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Figure 5. Last step that should be modified.

Figure 6. Last step of the PAN method.

Finally, with directionality consideration, equation (35) is written as

NN� D min¹min. O�`; N�`/j` D 1; : : : ; m ; ` 62 sº (39)

Using (32) and (39) yields

u D up � ur
NN�: (40)

At the last step, by repeating the previous procedure, the normalized control signals satisfy the
limitations as shown in Figure 5, but this is suboptimal. To improve the responses, as soon as
usi =ubsi < 1;8i 2 s, instead of reducing the ups elements to achieve ua that it is shown in
Figure 5, set the ups elements equal to the constraint that is shown in Figure 6. This part is added to
the algorithm in order to use the maximum capacity of the actuators in addition to handling actuators
limitations. This is performed by using () at the last step of the algorithm.

NN� D jupsi � 1j; 8i 2 s: (41)

3.2. The infeasible solution case

The design vector vf ree has m � k0 elements so it can just control m � k0 control signals. If ups
has more than m� k0 elements, the proposed method cannot force all of them into their constraints.
In this case, the problem is called infeasible. The proposed method has maximum m � k0 steps so
if after the .m � k0/th step, the signals do not satisfy their constraints, it is an infeasible problem.
A solution with low computational complexity for this problem is provided by the simple direct
allocation method [8]. Let

˛ D max
°
unorm
pq
jq D 1; : : : ; m

±
(42)

then decrease all the signals in a way that the maximum signals lie on the border value. That is,
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uf inal D u
norm
p =˛: (43)

Note that the vector unormp in (43) and its elements in (42) are composed of the normalized control
signals after .m � k0/th step.

3.3. Singularity avoidance

In the proposed control allocation method, if an actuator completely fails .ki D 1/, the NfsN
T
fs

may be singular. In this case, using singularity avoidance [34] solves the problem. The singularity
occurrence is dependent on the members of the set s, because the rows of Nfs are chosen from Nf
based on the members of s in each step.

Please note that in the case of singularity in NfsN
T
fs

, the PAN steps should be stopped in order to
avoid inaccurate solutions and the control allocation algorithm is completed by solving the following
optimization problem using the slack variable " [27, 34]

u.t/ D argmin
";u

�
jj"jj2Q" C jjujj

2
Ru

�
" D vf � Bf u; u 2 �

: (44)

However, if the complete actuator failure does not result in the singularity of NfsN
T
fs

, the resorted
optimization problem is no longer necessary and the proposed procedure is continued.

The term jj"jj2Q" penalizes the error between the virtual control and the achieved control signal.
The diagonal weights in the matrix Q" > 0 are chosen so large that " � 0 whenever possible. This
method is not related to the pseudo inverse method, but its simplicity and efficiency is the reason for
its selection.
The complete flow chart of PAN

The complete procedure of the PAN algorithm in order to allocate control signals among faulty
redundant actuators is demonstrated in Figure 7. Each iteration starts from the following initial data:
uC; u�; v; B;W . The information about uC and u� are determined using actuators’ data sheets. v
is provided by a stabilizing controller, and B is supposed to be known as the control matrix. Also,
W shows the effects of actuator faults and should be identified using a fault identification algorithm.
These initial values produce up and ub in each iteration.

If the up elements are not in their constraint limits, the proposed algorithm is activated and as
soon as h 6 1, the algorithm stops and the proper u is calculated. If the step counter exceeds the
m� k0, the simple direct allocation method leads the infeasible solution into the constraint. Also, in
order to avoid singularity that may occur in some steps, an optimization problem should be solved.

4. EXAMPLES

In order to have a control allocation method that adaptively tolerates faults, it is necessary to have
an identification method. In the following examples, a Recursive Least Square algorithm (RLS) [27]
has been used.

4.1. Linear unstable scalar model

Consider a linear state space model [27] of a faulty system (6) where A D 1:2, B D Œ1 1 1� and
W.t/ is as below

W.t/ D

8<
:
diag.1; 1; 1/ for t < 180.s/
d iag.1; 1; 0/ for 180.s/ 6 t 6 320.s/
d iag.1; 0:5; 0/ for t > 320.s/

(45)

There is a complete failure in the third actuator at t D 180.s/ and a 50% loss of effectiveness fault in
the second actuator at t D 320.s/. The system has redundancy in actuators, and the control signals
have constraints as

� 5 6 ui .t/ 6 5 ; i D 1; 2; 3: (46)
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Figure 7. The flow chart of PAN.
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Figure 8. System’s state using three control allocation methods in faulty conditions.
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Figure 9. Fault identification using RLS.

The virtual control signal is built by gain �2:2 in the feedback.
Figure 8 shows the effect of using the FTC. Faults are tolerated, and only small jumps are present

at the time that fault occurs. It is also obvious in Figure 8 that the optimization-based control allo-
cation [27] is not as accurate as the two other methods. The response of direct allocation method
[8, 9] and PAN are similar as shown in Figure 9. The diagonal elements of the effectiveness matrix
(w1; w2; w3) are identified in Figure 9. By increasing the persistent excitation (PE) degree of sig-
nals, it is seen in Figure 10 that the estimation of effectiveness coefficients are improved. Figure 11
also shows the system states after increasing PE degree of signals. It is seen that the FTC using PAN
tolerates the fault better than the other two methods.

4.2. An over-actuated supply vessel

Consider the model of a supply vessel given in [27, 35]. The systems position is represented by
� D Œx; y; ��T where x; y are the earth-fixed positions and � is the yaw angle, as illustrated in
Figure 12. The body-fixed velocities are also represented by � D Œ�; u; r�T , where � is the forward
velocity, u is the lateral velocity, and r is the yaw angular velocity. To normalize the variables, the
following Bis-scaling change of variables is accomplished [36]

� D diag.L;L; 1/�00

� D diag.
p
gL;

p
gL;

r
g

L
/� 00

t D
p
L=gt 00

; (47)
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Figure 10. Fault identification using RLS, increasing PE of signals.
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Figure 11. System’s state using three control allocation methods in faulty conditions, increasing PE of
signals.

Figure 12. Schematic of a ship.

where L D 76:2.m/ is the supply vessel length and g is the gravity acceleration. Also, m D
6:4 � 106.kg/ is the supply vessel mass. The nonlinear model of the system is given as

P�00.t 00/ D J.�00.t 00//� 00.t 00/

M Pv00.t 00/C C.� 00/� 00.t 00/CD� 00.t 00/ D BW.t 00/u.t 00/C kbJ
T .�00.t 00//b.t 00/

: (48)
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Table I. The system matrices.

M Inertia matrix
C Coriolis/sentripetal matrix
D Hydrodynamic damping matrix
J Rotation matrix around the yaw axis
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Figure 13. System’s states using the three control allocation methods in faulty conditions.

The part kbJ T .�00.t 00//b.t 00/ is added to the model as the effect of disturbance (ocean currents)
[27, 36]. So the disturbance differential equation is

Pb D �T �1b b CEbqb; (49)

where b is referred to as the bias vector, qb is a zero mean Gaussian white noise, Tb is a diagonal
matrix containing the bias time constant, Eb is a diagonal matrix acting as a scaling factor for qb .

T �1b D Eb D 10
�3

2
4 1 0 00 1 0

0 0 1

3
5 ; kb D 0:2 (50)

The system matrices are defined in Table I [35].
Where

M D

2
4 1:1274 0 0

0 1:8902 �0:0744
0 �0:0744 0:1278

3
5 ; (51)

C D

2
4 0 0 �1:8902�00 C 0:0744r 00

0 0 1:1274u00

1:8902�00 � 0:0744r 00 �1:1274u00 0

3
5 ; (52)

D D

2
4 0:0414 0 0

0 0:1775 �0:0141
0 �0:1073 0:0568

3
5 ; (53)

J.�00/ D

2
4 cos.�00/ �sin.�00/ 0sin.�00/ cos.�00/ 0

0 0 1

3
5 ; (54)
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Figure 14. Six constrained control signals of the system.
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Figure 15. Virtual control signals.
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Table II. Comparison between computational costs of
the three control allocation methods

Optimization Based Direct Allocation 0.0111(s)
Optimization Based Control Allocation 0.0104(s)
PAN 0.5804(ms)

B D 10�3

2
4 13 13 0 0 0 0

0 0 11:6 11:6 6 6:7

0 0 �4:6 �4:6 2:7 2:2

3
5 : (55)

The actuator faults are assumed as

W.t/ D

²
diag.1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1/ for t < 61:3.s/
d iag.1; 0; 0:5; 1; 1; 1/ for t > 61:3.s/ (56)

Also, u.t/ D Œu1.t/; : : : ; u6.t/�
T are the input signals to each actuator where u1.t/; u2.t/ are the

signals for the two identical main propellers and u3.t/; : : : ; u6.t/ are the control signals for the
transverse thrusters.

Using a constant control law to produce the virtual control signal

V D K� ŒJ
T .�/K�.�d � �/ � �� (57)

The controller gains are K� D 0:75I3�3; K� D 0:063I3�3 and the sampling time for both the
control law and the control allocator is Ts D 0:2785.s/. Also, �d is the desired reference trajectory
as [27]

�d .t/ D

8̂<
:̂
�
0 0 0

�T
for t < 5:57.s/�

2 0 0
�T

for 5:57.s/ 6 t 6 278:5.s/�
2 2 	

�T
for t > 278:5.s/

(58)

Figure 13 shows the states of the faulty system, which track the references using the three control
allocation methods. Although the tracking of x in the first 50 s is better by using the optimization
based control allocation, but y and � are tracked better in the first fifty seconds using the PAN
method. The oscillations of signals are due to ocean current disturbance. Figure 14 shows the control
signals, and Figure 15 shows the virtual-control signals of the system. It can be seen that all control
signals lie in their constraints.

An advantage of the proposed method is its low computational operation that makes it very fast.
In Table II, the average time for each method is given. Direct allocation that is based on optimization
is the slowest method, and the PAN method is the fastest. The data in Table II is the average time of
4000 iterations. The results were obtained on a 64-bit Windows 7, with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU. The
algorithms were implemented as m-files in MATLAB R2010a.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A fault-tolerant controller using adaptive control allocation based on the pseudo inverse along the
null space of the control matrix is proposed in this paper. Adaptation of the proposed control allo-
cation method using the RLS technique is presented. The infeasibility problem is solved, and a
method for singularity avoidance is given. The main property of the proposed methodology is its
low computational cost with optimal solution. The simulation results of the two examples show the
effectiveness of the proposed method in comparison with the optimization-based control allocation
and the direct allocation strategies.
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APPENDIX

Lemma 1
Consider a matrix A.n�m/ and its gain ˛ that lies in ˛ 6 ˛ 6 ˛. By omitting one or more rows of
A, the gain of the new matrix is ˇ that lies in ˇ 6 ˇ 6 ˇ. Then the following inequality holds

ˇ 6 ˛ (A.1)

Proof
Consider the equality below

rn�1 D An�mxm�1 (A.2)

Using l2 norm of (A.2)

jjr jj D jjAxjj H) jjr jj D ˛jjxjj (A.3)

By omitting one row, (A.2) can be written as

r 0
.n�1/�1

D A0
.n�1/�m

xm�1 (A.4)

Using l2 norm of (A.2)

jjr 0jj D jjA0xjj H) jjr 0jj D ˇjjxjj (A.5)

Now compare (A.3) and (A.5)

jjr 0jj 6 jjr jj H) ˇ 6 ˛ (A.6)

�

Lemma 2
To minimize jjNf vf reejj, where Nf is an unknown constant matrix, the maximum singular value
of Nf is one.

Proof
Using l2 norm of Nfsvf ree D ups � ua yields

kNfsvf reek D kups � uak H) 
 0kvf reek D kups � uak H) kvf reek D
1


 0
kups � uak (A.7)

Let 
 and 
 0 be the matrix gains ofNf andNfs respectively and 
 0 6 
 0 6 
 0 and 
 6 
 6 
 , then

kNf vf reek D 
kvf reek H) kNf vf reek D




 0
kups � uak (A.8)

By assuming kups � uak to be constant, to minimize kNfsvf reek,
�
� 0

should be minimized. Using
Lemma 1 results that �

� 0
should be equal to one. �

Remark 1
Using the singular value decomposition for a matrix Hn�m as

H D RSQ (A.9)

where RRT DRTRDIn and QQT DQTQDIm. If rank.H/ D r , then .m � r/ last columns of
Q make an orthogonal base for the null space of H defined as Nm�.m�r/. Then the singular values
of N are as


i .N / D

q
�i .N TN/ D

p
�i .Im�r/ D 1; i D 1; : : : ; m � r (A.10)
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